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THE BOOK:1 Answer the questions below. 

1. What was Melville’s occupation before he wrote Moby-Dick? (2 pts.)

2. What literary genre does Moby-Dick belong to? (2 pts.) 

THE PLOT: Answer the questions below quickly and succinctly. 

3. What Biblical story is preached about at the beginning of the novel? (2 pts.)

4. What dramatic action does Ahab do to begin the quest? (2 pts.) 

5. List as many different ethnicities represented in the book as possible. (6 pts.)

THE WORLDVIEW: Please complete the following essay questions on the back of this test or a separate sheet of paper. Be specific 
and detailed in your answers, showing original thought and creativity (e.g., don’t just regurgitate the Worldview Guide.)

6. Essay 1: Why are there so many different ethnicities represented in the novel? (6 pts.)

7. Essay 2: How is the quest for Moby Dick a hopeless, romantic quest? (6 pts.)

1. This test is copyright ©2016 by Canon Press. You may make copies of this test for educational, nonprofit purposes. Answers are in each classic’s Worl-
dview Guide, which can be purchased at www.canonpress.com/canon-classics.

He was a sailor.

Romantic tragedy.

The story of Jonah.

He nails a gold ounce to the mast.

Pacific Islander (Queequeg), Indian (Tashtego), African (Daggoo), and an Asian (Fedallah).

Essay 1: Melville uses the many different nations represented on the ship to make the Pequod a 

picture of mankind, unified in its glorious, though destructive pursuit of the unknown . All the 

different nations are shown to all ultimately human at the end of the day, none more (or less) 

savage and adventurous than another.

            ESSAY ANSWERS ON NEXT PAGE.



Essay 2: Answers will vary. Ahab’s quest is doomed from the start, just as man’s quest for adventure 

and glory is. Romanticism, because it finds ultimate meaning in the (perishable) world. It is glo-

rious while it lasts, but ultimately fails and ends in death . It is also hopeless since it ignores the 

deepness of man’s sinful nature .


